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1 Introduction: Understand the Storm Model climada	  
 
The goal of the second part of the exercise is to get acquainted with some economic 
principles dealing with uncertainty. Among those you will find e.g. damage-frequency curves, 
hazards and reinsured entities. We will use the climada storm-model to relate wind-fields to 
economic damages due to natural hazards. This exercise sheet will guide you through the 
exercise. Please do not hesitate to experiment, in the worst case you'll have to download the 
package again. Once you have worked your way through these exercises you should be able 
to apply climada to your own project, which you may present at the end of this course.  
To install climada and get a general introduction see manual p. 5-12. 
  
 

2 Generate hazard set	  
 
See step-by-step guide to a hazard set in the manual p. 15-22. 
  

• Read the storm track data 
Use the following command to read the storm track data of the Unisys database 
(http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane, please refer to the climada manual for more 
details1). 

  tc_track_hist=climada_tc_read_unisys_database 
A pop-up window will ask you to load a data file with the stored tracks, choose for a 
start TEST_tracks.atl.txt. climada generates a standard plot with the storm 
data. Look at the plots and check if they are reasonable and examine the MATLAB 
structure variable tc_track_hist. A structure allows you to save different sort of 
information (e.g. strings, numbers, …) into one single variable. 
 

• Generate a probabilistic set 
To account for uncertainty within the storm set, we add a number of perturbed storm 
tracks to those already stored in tc_track_hist. We use a random walk procedure 
to generate a number of additional storms originating from the observed tracks. The 
following line allows generating probabilistic storms: 

  tc_track=climada_tc_random_walk(tc_track_hist,9) 
The number “9” is assigned to the variable ens_size, which defines the number of 
probabilistic storms computed for each original storm loaded from the data2. 

                                                        

1  The climada manual describes how to download TC track data for other basins and 
the like. Please note that TEST_tracks.atl.txt contains only 10 years of data in order 
to speed up experimentation. Once you've completed all the items in this section, you will be 
reminded to repeat the hazard set generation with the full dataset tracks.atl.txt, in 
order to proceed with a hazard event set large enough to provide reasonable statistics. 

2  Note that the probabilistic set contains both the original tracks and the new ones.  
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Additionally, you can specify two further parameters3 (ens_amp, Maxangle) which 
are used by the Random Walk methodology. 
1. Find the corresponding part in the code where the random walk is performed. 

Check the effect of the code: rng(0). Select one storm of your choice (e.g. 
OMAR) and test the sensitivity of the parameter choice on the generated storms 
by choosing different values for ens_amp and Maxangle. You can simply add the 
values in the argument of the command. 

2. Choose a parameter set which seems reasonable to you and decide on the 
number random walks per storm (ens_size). Generate the track set. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Climada output for the command tc_track_hist=climada_tc_read_unisys_database 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        

3 Also check the header lines in the m-file to see the correct order of the input 
parameters. 
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• Generate a hazard event set  
As a final step, we need to compute the severity of the storms. Familiarize yourself 
with climada_tc_windfield.m, which uses a parameterization from Holland: 
 

 S = max(((M - abs(T)) ∗ (R1.5 ∗ exp(1 - (R/D)1.5)/D1.5) + T), 0) (1) 
 
Where D denotes the distance of the centroid to the eye of the storm, R is the radius, 
S the wind speed, i.e. the hazard intensity, M is the maximum sustained wind, and T 
is the propagation speed of the storm. Those values are set within 
climada_tc_windfield.m . If D is larger than ten times R, the wind field is set to 
zero. 

 
Now, your task is to implement the code for another wind field parameterization – the 
Rankine Vortex parameterization4 – in the file 
climada_tc_windfield_exercise.m.  
 
The Rankine vortex is defined as follows: 
 

 S = max(((M - abs(T)) ∗ (D/R) + T), 0)   if    D < R (2) 
 S = max(((M - abs(T)) ∗ (R/D) + T), 0)   if    D ≥ R  (3) 
 

Compare the Holland and the Rankine wind fields. For example, plot the windfields of 
one specific storm using first the Holland and then the Rankine parameterization. 
 
 
 
 

                                                        

4  See Holland, G. J., 2010: A Revised Model for Radial Profiles of Hurricane Winds, 
Monthly Weather Review, for an overview of vortex parameterizations. 
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Figure 2: Climada output for the command 
tc_track=climada_tc_random_walk(tc_track_hist,9,[],[],1) 

 
Generate the hazard event set once you have implemented the parameterization 
using one time the Holland and one time the Rankine parameterization (remember 
that you have to tell climada which parameterization it should use). The following 
command computes the hazard sets: 

  hazard_hist=climada_tc_hazard_set(tc_track_hist) 
  hazard=climada_tc_hazard_set(tc_track) 

You can either use the historical storm set (tc_track_hist) or the probabilistic 
storm set (tc_track).  
A first pop-up window will ask you how to save your output and a second to load the 
centroids. Select the file USFL_MiamiDadeBrowardPalmBeach_centroids.xls. 
Use the following routine to check the wind speeds of the hazard computed with the 
parameterization. 

  climada_hazard_stats(hazard) 
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Figure 3: Climada output for the command climada_hazard_stats(hazard) 
 

 

If your outputs look similar to the above Figures, include them in your report and comment on 
the differences between the two parameterizations. Also, answer the following questions: 

1. Where and how in the code is it ensured that the random walk procedure is 
reproducible?  

2. What is the effect of ens_amp and Maxangle on your storm tracks? 

3. Which parameter set (ens_size, ens_amp, Maxangle) have you chosen 
and why? Note: There is no right or wrong answer to this question as long as 
you provide some rationale that justifies your choices (e.g. through literature 
values or common sense). 
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4. Show us the code you have implemented in 
climada_tc_windfield_exercise.m and compare the two wind 
parameterisations in detail. 

5. What are centroids? 

6. In the output graph of climada_hazard_stats (Figure 3): What is a 5yr 
intensity? 

3 Run climada With a Full Hazard Event Set	  
 

Repeat the generation of the hazard event set (i.e. the steps in Section 2) using 
tracks.atl.txt instead of TEST_tracks.atl.txt in order to obtain the full hazard 
event set (use only the Holland parameterization), based on ALL historical storms, not only 
the last 10 years5. If you then repeat climada_hazard_stats(hazard), you will obtain 
windspeed maps with up to 1000yr intensity. In your report, show the results from the full 
hazard event set and answer the questions in each section (including Section 2!). 

A note on saving time: Instead of re-creating the hazard in each MATLAB session, you can 
always load from the .mat file climada saves the hazard event set to. Most climada routines 
can also be called without arguments, prompting the user to provide them via file dialogs.   

                                                        

5  As noted above, TEST_tracks.atl.txt contains a subset (only the last 10 years) 
of data to allow for speedy experimenting. But using the resulting event set would not allow 
for statistically stable results in the subsequent calculations. 
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4 Damage Calculation (manual p. 23-26)	  
 

• Read the assets and damage functions 
In order to calculate the damages for a given hazard set you need to load the assets 
and the corresponding damage functions. The following command reads the assets 
from an Excel file (see climada manual, p. 13ff)  
(./data/entities/USFL_MiamiDadeBrowardPalmBeach_today_exercise.
xls) and encodes the assets such that they map on the centroids of the hazard event 
set6,  
entity_today=climada_entity_read 
Examine the entity structure thoroughly. Now, we have everything we need to 
calculate the damages. 

 
• Calculate the damages (background, see manual p. 41ff) 

Use the following command to compute the Event Damage Set (EDS), 
EDS_today=climada_EDS_calc(entity_today,hazard) 

 EDS_today_hist=climada_EDS_calc(entity_today,hazard_hist) 
What percentage of the probabilistic storm set actually cause damages? Use the 
calculated EDS for this purpose. Identify the largest damage, find its corresponding 
windfield and plot it (Hint: compute the hazard set again using only the most severe 
storm track. Furthermore, set the line check_plot=0 equal to one for that particular 
storm) 
 

• Calculate the Annual Expected Damage (AED) 
Since we are considering a probabilistic set the AED is a reasonable quantity to look 
at. The AED is the sum of the frequency-weighted damages. 
 

• Calculate the Damage Frequency Curve (DFC) 
The DFC relates the return period of each storm to its estimated damage. To 
calculate the return periods we assume that the most severe storm occurs once 
during the observational period; the second most severe storm returns twice and so 
on. Have a close look at the script climada_EDS_DFC.m, which computes the DFC 
for a given hazard set. Compare the DFC of the historical storm set with the one of a 
probabilistic storm set. 

  climada_EDS_DFC(EDS_today, EDS_today_hist) 
Plot the DFC for your hazard set and find the expected damages of the 50 year return 
period.  

                                                        

6  It does not matter which of the previously generated hazard event sets is used for 
that purpose, since it only needs the centroids locations. But one can only encode assets 
once at least one hazard event set exists. 
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5 Climate Change Scenarios (manual p. 49-50) 	  
 
We can implement climate change scenarios in the climada model by modifying the wind 
frequency and/or the wind speed (hazard intensity) of a hazard set. For example, an increase 
in frequency (f_screw) of 10% and a 3% increase (i_screw) in wind speed for all SS3 and 
stronger storms7. To create a hazard set with a climate change scenario based on today’s 
hazard set use the following routine: 
  hazard_CC=climada_tc_hazard_clim_scen(hazard,[],f_screw,i_screw) 
What is the impact on the AED and how does it compare to the previous estimates without 
climate change? 

EDS_today_CC=climada_EDS_calc(entity_today,hazard_CC) 

6 Effect of insurance (for background, see manual, p. 43ff)	  
 

• Proportional insurance  
To both the EDS calculated with present-day (*_today) and climate change scenario 
hazard, apply a proportional insurance of 30% (insure 30% of the damage), what is 
the change in AED (the AED of the damage that remains to the insured after 
application of a 30% proportional insurance)? 
Remember, for proportional insurance: 

          damageafter = damagebefore - damagebefore ∗ share            (1) 
                    = damagebefore ∗ (1 - share) 

where damageafter is the damage that remains to the insured after application of 
insurance. 

 
• Non-proportional insurance 

Now, let’s apply a non-proportional insurance. The insurance shall attach at the level 
of the 50-year damage (= the deductible) and cover all damages up to the 100-year 
event (based on present-day hazard). What is the effect on AED (of the insured)8? 
Remember, for non-proportional insurance: 

                damageafter =                                           (2) 
           damagebefore - min(max(damagebefore - deductible, 0), cover)  

The cover is defined as the maximum amount the non-proportional insurance is 
paying. Repeat the application of the non-proportional insurance cover to the climate 
change scenario result, what is the effect on AED now? 
As an insurance-taker, which type of insurance would you prefer and why?   

                                                        

7  Note, that the climate change screws contain the new total percentage and not only 
the changes. For example, a 3% increase in wind speed is made by i_screw = 1.03 (and not 
only 0.03). 

8  Hint: you can use climada_EDS_stats.m for answering that question. 
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7 Intermezzo: Discounting and Cost-Benefit Analysis*	  
 
Section 7 is voluntary and gives extra points. Before we formally proceed with the 
computations using the climada model, we will have a short hands-on exercise on the topic 
of discounting and on the comparison of costs and benefits. The basics of these issues were 
covered in the lecture "Basics of economic evaluation...". The discounting and cost-benefit 
analysis Excel-file  
(./docs/Lecture_Intermezzo_Question1_cost_benefit_exercise.xls) 
contains three worksheets: Question_1, Question_2 and Discounting_sheet. 
 

• Question 1 - Cost-Benefit 
This exercise will treat the basics of discounting on an example already discussed in 
the slides "Basics of economic evaluation..." section "Costs and benefits example". 
We expect a climate related damage of 20 million USD in year 2026. On the 
mitigation side, we consider building a dam (costs) for 10 million USD this year (the 
year 2016) with maintenance costs of 1 million USD every second year (starting 
today). 
 
Compute the Net Present Value (NPV) of the costs (prevention) and the benefits 
(averted damages) in the time table of this worksheet. Vary the interest rate and find 
the corresponding rate at which the benefits (still) outweigh the costs. 
 
Repeat the same exercise with a given yield curve (= time dependent discount rate) 
in the lower table. Refer to the lecture notes for the corresponding formula. 
 

 
 

• Question 2 - Climate Policy Application 
The table in this worksheet shows prevention costs and averted damages for a 
climate change scenario. Get familiar with the data and the figures (also the formulas 
behind). The chart ''Discounted cost/benefit'' at the lower right part of the worksheet 
has to be finished by varying the discount rate and copying the costs and benefits at 
the current year (2016) into the small table at the upper right hand side of the larger 
table. Note, that the shape of both curves can be adjusted with an exponent at the 
very bottom of the table.  
 
Briefly discuss your results from these two questions.  
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8 Economic Growth and Total Climate Risk	  
 
After the exercise on discounting and the cost-benefit analysis, we return to the climada 
model. In order to benefit from the following tasks, please make sure that you’re familiar with 
the computations of climate scenarios and risk transfer within the climada environment. 
In order to account for the total risk in our calculations, we have to consider the economic 
growth in the assets as well; in addition to the expected climate changes expressed in the 
climate scenarios. (manual p. 55) 
 
• In order to construct the 2030 asset base to reflect the economic growth (remember: 

total climate risk = risk today + risk due to economic growth + risk due to 
climate change), please refer to the tab _assets_details in the entity Excel file 
(./data/entities/USFL_MiamiDadeBrowardPalmBeach_today_exercise.
xls)  and project the assets to 2030, using a 3% growth rate. Save your implemented 
changes under a comprehensive new name. 
 

• Analyse these 2030 assets with both the present-day (hazard) and climate change 
scenario hazard (hazard_CC) event sets within climada and note the annual 
expected damage (AED). Use climada_EDS_calc with the appropriate inputs 
resulting in EDS_2030 and EDS_2030_CC. 
 

• Plot a "waterfall" graph as on slides "The cost of adaptation" - section: "Damage 
calculation - Florida case study" of the lecture notes with the following command: 

   climada_waterfall_graph(EDS_today,EDS_2030,EDS_2030_CC) 
 
Discuss the waterfall plot. Which risk contributes most to the total climate risk? Why?  
 

9 Adaptation Measures (manual p. 26-28)	  
 
The goal in this section is to implement an adaptation measure. 
 
• As an example of an adaptation measure, implement "beach nourishment". See the 

tab measures in the entity Excel file for today's assets. Determine the present value 
of the cost for this measure (cell C2). Note that the cost is the present value (PV) of all 
the costs related to this measure over the next 20 years, hence use tab 
_measures_details and _discounting_sheet to determine these. You find 
details about this measure in the slides of the "The cost of adaptation - …" - section: 
"Measures: beach nourishment". 

 
Parameterise the impact of this measure (tab measures), e.g. assume that this 
measure reduces the wind speed by 1 m/s (hint: cell D2). Save your implemented 
changes under a comprehensive new name and read it in again with 
entity_today_bn=climada_entity_read 

 
This new entity file should now include the measure "beach nourishment". Now run 
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  res_today_bn=climada_measures_impact(entity_today_bn,hazard) 
and press "Cancel" when asked for a reference to determine the impact of this 
measure. What does this code deliver? Consult the header of 
climada_measures_impact.m or find it in climada_code_overview.html to 
learn about the content of res_today_bn (in the following noted as res only unless 
stated otherwise), e.g.: res.measures.name should contain "beach nourishment". 
 
What does the following plot show? 
figure 
plot(res_today_bn.EDS(1).damage,res_today_bn.EDS(2).damage,'.r'
); 
hold on;  
plot(res_today_bn.EDS(1).damage,res_today_bn.EDS(1).damage); 
 

• Now calculate the impact of beach nourishment on the annual expected damage (to 
be found in res.ED). Please note that res.ED(end) contains the result (expected 
damage) for the analysis of the assets with no measure in place, the "reference" so to 
speak. 

 
• What does the annual expected average cost (prevention) / annual benefit (averted 

damage) ratio look like (or to start with: what does res.measures.cost contain)? Is 
the measure cost effective? Would you implement this measure, explain your 
decision? 

 
• How does this compare to the discounting-based cost benefit ratio (res.cb_ratio)? 

Why is this ratio so much higher than the one presented on slide "Adaptation cost 
curve - Florida case study"? 

 
• And to finish, complement this adaptation measure with a risk transfer measure. 

Instead of calculating the effect on the damages yourself, use the elegant way to 
represent a risk transfer element in the tab measures of the entity Excel file. As a 
deductible (attachment), you might use 500 million USD (cell K8) and as a cover, say 
1 billion USD (L8) - or look up an adequate cover on the DFC (you remember: 
climada_EDS_DFC). As for the costs, assume 2% of the cover as a bulk indication of 
the cost in excess of the pure expected damage (which is calculated by climada, 
hence you only need to enter the risk transfer costs in excess of the expected 
damage in cell C8). Save your implemented changes9 under a comprehensive new 
name. 
 
 After reading in again the latest today entity file (gives you entity_today_bn_rt) 
you have everything prepared to calculate the adaptation cost curve for these two 
measures: 

 

                                                        

9  The final entity Excel file for today now contains both the "beach nourishment" and 
the "risk transfer" measure. 
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• First, assess the effect of these measures for present climate (*_today) and run 
climada_measures_impact again with the latest today-entity and your 
probabilistic hazard event set (resulting in res_today_bn_rt). Press "Cancel" 
when asked for reference results. 

 
• Second, "Save as" the latest today entity Excel file (both measures implemented) 

after applying the 3% economic growth to obtain the 2030 entity Excel file with both 
measures implemented. Read in (climada_entity_read) that new 2030 entity file 
(gives you entity_2030_bn_rt) and assess the effect. Run res_2030_bn_rt_CC 
=climada_measures_impact(entity_2030_bn_rt,hazard_CC,res_today_

bn_rt) with our modified 2030-entity file and the probabilistic hazard set with the 
climate change scenario. Note, that this time we use res_today_bn_rt as a 
reference result. 

 
• Finally, show the adaptation cost curve, using 

  climada_adaptation_cost_curve(res_2030_bn_rt_CC). 
And you can even compare how the effect of adaptation measures changes within 
the 20 years, just call 

  climada_adaptation_cost_curve('','ASK') 
Select the 2030 results file first and today's result file for comparison (output files from 
climada_measures_impact saved in the folder "results"). 

 


